Two methods to generate templates for template-based partial volume effect correction: SPECT phantom experiments.
In this paper, we explore the applicability of template-based compensation for the partial volume effect (PVE) for situations where (i) the image has multiple uptake sites (tumors and organs) but only one of them is treated as a region of interest (ROI) with the boundaries available from a high-resolution modality and (ii) no information regarding activities inside or outside this ROI is a priori available. We modeled this situation by performing SPECT acquisitions of phantoms containing 21 containers, which had different shapes and sizes and were filled with different levels of activity. In our analysis, each of these containers was treated as an individual ROI. We compared the performance of two methods of template construction. In method 1, the ROI template value was obtained from a conventionally reconstructed (without PVEC) image. In method 2, the ROI template value was directly (bypassing the PVE-affected conventional image) calculated from projections using region-based reconstruction. Our processing shows that method 1 resulted in consistent (activities for all 21 ROIs were improved) but relatively weak PVE compensation (errors of recovered total activities were equal to or lower than 10% for 5 ROIs only). Application of method 2 resulted in a selective (activities for 19 ROIs were improved) but considerably better compensation when compared to method 1 (errors of recovered total activities were equal to or lower than 10% for 10 ROIs).